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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 

Safety at multimodal intersections is a critical problem in urban environments. While the focus 

has historically been on better road design and improvement of road geometries to minimize the 

risk of collision, to date, little has been done with respect to active safety: preventing these 

collisions from occurring by tracking different vehicles and road users. Active safety becomes a 

topic of interest with the emergence of autonomous vehicles-human interactions as well.  

Among all road users, pedestrians are particularly vulnerable to collisions, and can have erratic 

behaviors that make collision avoidance a challenging problem. One of the most critical 

problems is the prediction of pedestrian future trajectories. These trajectories are not only 

influenced by the pedestrian itself but also by interactions with surrounding objects and with the 

environment (road type, presence of sidewalks, crossings). 

Previous methods investigated in the literature modeled these interactions by using a variety of 

aggregation techniques that integrate different learned pedestrians states. In this report, we 

present the Social Spatio-Temporal Graph Convolutional Neural Network (Social-STGCNN), 

which uses graph theory to encode pedestrian/environment interactions. This method is based on 

artificial neural netowrks (CNNs) and graph theory-based potential functions.  

We validate this algorithm on experimental drone-captured data. Validation shows that the 

performance improves with respect to state of the art methods by 20% on the Final Displacement 

Error (FDE) metric with 8.5 times less parameters and up to 48 times faster inference speed than 

previously reported methods. In addition, the proposed model is data efficient, and exceeds 

previous state of the art on the ADE metric with only 20% of the training data. We propose a 

kernel function to embed the social interactions between pedestrians within the adjacency matrix. 

Through qualitative analysis, we show that the model inherited social behaviors that can be 

expected between pedestrians trajectories, including collision avoidance or merging of pedestrian 

trajectories.  
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Chapter 1.  Introduction 

1.1 Problem Statement 

Predicting pedestrian trajectories is of major importance for several applications including 

autonomous driving and surveillance systems. In autonomous driving, an accurate prediction of 

pedestrians trajectories enables the controller to plan ahead the motion of the vehicle in an 

adversarial environment. For example, it is a critical component for collision avoidance systems 

or emergency braking systems. In general traffic collision avoidance systems (Figure 1), such 

component would be very important in the synthesis of controller actions, preventing a collision 

 

 

Figure 1. Overview of a collision avoidance system in a mixed autonomous-non autonomous setting. Trajectory forecasts are 

essential to the intersection manager. Such trajectories can be reliably forecast for some vehicles (for example human or 

autonomous or human driven vehicles), though they are much more unpredictable in some other cases. 

1.2 Objectives 

The objective of this report is to introduce a novel computational method for solving the 

trajectory prediction problem, using a combination of artificial neural networks (convolutional 

neural networks) and graph theory. 

1.3 Expected Contributions 

The contributions of this work are threefold: improve the performance of state-of-the-art 

methods in predicting pedestrian trajectories, on the following criteria: average displacement 
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error (errors over the trajectory) and final displacement error (prediction error for the final 

trajectory point) 

1.4 Report Overview 

The remainder of this report is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a literature 

survey of existing work on this topic. Chapter 3 discusses the formulation of the problem, while 

chapter 4 introduces the deep learning based model, and the kernel function used for modeling 

interactions between pedestrians. Chapter 5 shows a comparison of this model with state of the 

art models, on benchmark datasets. 
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Chapter 2.  Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a review of the literature of existing deep models for pedestrian 

trajectories prediction. 

2.2 Related models 

2.2.1 Early work 

Human trajectory prediction using deep models SocialLSTM [1] is one of the earliest deep 

model focusing on pedestrian trajectory prediction. Social-LSTM uses a recurrent network to 

model the motion of each pedestrian, then they aggregated the recurrent outputs using a pooling 

mechanism and predict the trajectory afterwards. SocialLSTM assumes the pedestrian trajectory 

follow a bi-variate Gaussian distribution, in which we follow this assumption in our model. Later 

works such as Peek Into The Future (PIF) [14] and State-Refinement LSTM (SR-LSTM) [30] 

extends [1] with visual features and new pooling mechanisms to improve the prediction 

precision. It is noticeable that SR-LSTM [30] weighs the contribution of each pedestrian to 

others via a weighting mechanism. It is similar to the idea in Social-BiGAT [10] which uses an 

attention mechanism to weigh the contribution of the recurrent states that represent the 

trajectories of pedestrians.  

2.2.2 Graph Convolutional Neural Network models 

 

Recent Advancements in Graph CNNs Graph CNNs were introduced by [8] which extends the 

concept of CNNs into graphs. The Convolution operation defined over graphs is a weighted 

aggregation of target node attributes with the attributes of its neighbor nodes. It is similar to 

CNNs but the convolution operation is taken over the adjacency matrix of the graphs. The works 

[9, 4, 24] extend the graph CNNs to other applications such as matrix completion and Variational 

Auto Encoders. One of the development related to our work is the ST-GCNN [27]. ST-GCNN is 

a spatio-temporal Graph CNN that was originally designed to solve skeleton-based action 

recognition problem. Even though the architecture itself was designed to work on a classification 

task, we adapt it to suit our problem. In our work, ST-GCNNs extract both spatial and temporal 

information from the graph creating a suitable embedding. We then operate on this embedding to 

predict the trajectories of pedestrians. Details are shown in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 3.  Modeling 

3.1 Problem definition 

Given a set of N pedestrians in a scene with their corresponding observed positions

 over a time period To, we need to predict the upcoming trajectories  over a 

future time horizon Tp. For a pedestrian n, we write the corresponding trajectory to be predicted 

as the following: 

 
 

where  are random variables describing the probability distribution of the location of 

pedestrian n at time t, in the 2D space. We make the assumption that  follows a bivariate 

Gaussian distribution such that pnt ∼ N(µnt ,σtn,ρnt ). Besides, we denote the predicted trajectory 

as pˆnt which follows the estimated bi-variate distribution N(µ̂ nt ,σˆtn,ρˆnt ). 

 

3.2 Objective function 

Our model is trained to minimize the negative log-likelihood, which defined as: 
Tp 

 Ln(W) = −Xlog(P((pnt |µ̂ nt ,σˆtn,ρˆnt )) (1) 
t=1 

in which W includes all the trainable parameters of the model, µnt is the mean of the 

distribution,σtn is the variances and ρnt is the correlation. 
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Chapter 4.  Derivation of the graph-based deep learning model 

4.1 Overview of the Social-STGCNN model 

The Social-STGCNN model consists of two main parts: the Spatio-Temporal Graph 

Convolution Neural Network (ST-GCNN) and the Time-Extrapolator Convolution Neural 

Network (TXP-CNN). The ST-GCNN conducts spatiotemporal convolution operations on the 

graph representation of pedestrian trajectories to extract features. These features are a compact 

representation of the observed pedestrian trajectory history. TXP-CNN takes these features as 

inputs and predicts the future trajectories of all pedestrians as a whole. We use the name Time-

Extrapolator because TXP-CNNs are expected to extrapolate future trajectories through 

convolution operation. Figure 2 illustrates the model. 

 

Figure 2. The Social-STGCNN Model. Given T frames, we construct the spatio-temporal graph representing G = (V,A). Then G is 

forwarded through the Spatio-Temporal Graph Convolution Neural Networks (ST-GCNNs) creating a spatio-temporal 

embedding. Following this, the TXP-CNNs predicts future trajectories. P is the dimension of pedestrian position, N is the number 

of pedestrians, T is the number of time steps and   �̂� is the dimension of the embedding coming from ST-GCNN 

 

 

4.2 Graph representation of pedestrian trajectories 

 
We first introduce the construction of the graph representation of pedestrian trajectories. We 

start by constructing a set of spatial graphs Gt representing the relative locations of pedestrians in 

a scene at each time step t. Gt is defined as Gt = (Vt,Et), where  is the 

set of vertices of the graph Gt. The observed location  is the attribute of  is the set of 

edges within graph Gt which is expressed as 

Et = {eijt | ∀i,j ∈ {1,...,N}} 
 

 and vtj are connected, eijt = 0 otherwise. In order to model how two nodes influence 

each other, we attach a value , which is computed by some kernel function for each  . 

We introduce  as a kernel function to be used within the adjacency matrix At.  is 

defined in equation 2.  
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  (2) 

4.3 Graph convolutional neural network 

With the graph representation of pedestrian trajectories, we introduce the spatial convolution 

operation defined on graphs. For convolution operations defined on 2D grid maps or feature 

maps, the convolution operation is shown in equation 3. 

 

where k is the kernel size and p(.) is the sampling function which aggregates the information of 

neighbors centering around z [5] and σ is an activation function and (l) indicates layer l. 
 

The graph convolution operation is defined as: 

 

(4) 

where  is a normalization term, B(vi) = {vj|d(vi,vj) ≤ D} is the neighbor set of vertices vi and 

d(vi,vj) denotes the shortest path connecting vi and vj. Note that Ω is the cardinality of the 

neighbor set. Interested readers are referred to [8, 27] for more detailed explanations and 

reasoning. 

 

4.4 Spatio-temporal graph convolutional neural networks 

ST-GCNNs extends spatial graph convolution to spatio-temporal graph convolution by defining 

a new graph G whose attributes are the set of the attributes of Gt. G incorporates the spatio-

temporal information of pedestrian trajectories. It is worth noticing that the topology of G1,...,GT is 

the same, while different attributes are assigned to vti when t varies. Thus, we define G as (V,E), 

in which V = {vi | i ∈ {1,...,N}} and E = {eij | ∀i,j ∈ {1,...,N}}. The attributes of vertex vi in G is the 

set of vti,∀t ∈ {0,...,T}. In addition, the weighted adjacency matrix A corresponding to G is the set 

of {A1,...,AT}. We denote the embedding resulting from ST-GCNN as V .̄ 

 

4.5 Time extrapolators (TXP) 

 
The functionality of ST-GCNN is to extract spatiotemporal node embedding from the input 

graph. However, our objective is to predict further steps in the future. We also aim to be a 

stateless system and here where the TXPCNN comes to play. TXP-CNN operate directly on the 

temporal dimension of the graph embedding V  ̄and expands it as a necessity for prediction. 

Because TXP-CNN depend on convolution operations over the feature space, they have less 
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parameters than recurrent units. A property to note regarding the TXP-CNN layer is that it is not 

permutation invariant. Therefore, a change in the graph embedding right before TXP-CNN can 

lead to different outcomes. However, if the order of pedestrians is permutated at the initial time 

only (but not during intermediate times), then the results are invariant. 

Overall, there are two main differences between SocialSTGCNN and the ST-GCNN [27]. 

First, Social-STGCNN constructs the graph differently than ST-GCNN with a novel kernel 

function. Second, beyond the spatiotemporal graph convolution layers, we added the flexibility 

in manipulating the time dimension using the TXP-CNN. ST-GCNN was originally designed for 

classification. By using TXP-CNN, the model was able to utilize the graph embedding 

originating from ST-GCNN to predict the future trajectories. 
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Chapter 5.  Validation 

5.1 Validation metrics 

The model is trained on two human trajectory prediction datasets: ETH [21] and UCY [11]. 

ETH contains two scenes named ETH and HOTEL, while UCY contains three scenes named 

ZARA1, ZARA2 and UNIV. The trajectories in datasets are sampled every 0.4 seconds. Our 

method of training follows the same strategy as Social-LSTM [1]. In Social-LSTM, the model 

was trained on a portion of a specific dataset and tested against the rest and validated versus the 

other four datasets. When being evaluated, the model observes the trajectory of 3.2 seconds 

which corresponds to 8 frames and predicts the trajectories for the next 4.8 seconds that are 12 

frames. 

Two metrics are used to evaluate model performance: the Average Displacement Error (ADE) 

[21] defined in equation 6 and the Final Displacement Error (FDE) [1] defined in equation 7. 

Intuitively, ADE measures the average prediction performance along the trajectory, while the 

FDE considers only the prediction precision at the end points. Since Social-STGCNN generates 

a bi-variate Gaussian distribution as the prediction, to compare a distribution with a certain target 

value, we follow the evaluation method used in Social-LSTM [1] in which 20 samples are 

generated based on the predicted distribution. Then the ADE and FDE are computed using the 

closest sample to the ground truth. This method of evaluation were adapted by several works 

such as Social-GAN [6] and many more. 

 ADE  (6) 

 FDE  (7) 

5.2 Results 

In this section, we compare the performance of the Social STGCNN with existing algorithms 

from the literature, on some benchmark datasets, including ETH, HOTEL, UNIV, ZARA1 and 

ZARA2. The best performance in ADE and FDE are represented as bold characters. 
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Figure 3. Validation of the Social STGCNN with respect to other published works. Best results are shown in bold characters. The 
first metric is the average displacement error over the trajectory (6), while the second metric is the final displacement error (7) 

5.3 Limits 

While the Social STGCNN algorithm attemps to encode regular human behaviors including 

merging and avoiding collitions, it is not entirely free of errors. In Figure 4, we show that in 

some situations the predictions of Social STGCNN are not realistic (third row) 

 
Figure 4. The first column is the ground truth, while the other columns illustrate samples from our model. The first two rows 

show two different scenarios where pedestrians merge into a direction or meet from opposite directions. The second and third 

columns show changes in speed or direction in samples from our model. The last column shows undesired behaviors. The last 
row show failed samples 
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Chapter 6.  Conclusion and future work 

In this report, we introduce a graph-based spatio-temporal setup for pedestrian trajectory 

prediction which improves over previous methods on several key aspects, including prediction 

error. By applying a specific kernel function in the weighted adjacency matrix together with the 

model design, Social-STGCNN outperforms state-of-art models over four different publicly 

available datasets. The weighted adjacency matrix allows the learning of well known pedestrian 

behaviors such as merging and avoiding collisions when on a collision course. However, the 

predion can sometimes fail. 

 

In the future, we intend to extend Social-STGCNN to multi-modal settings that involve other 

moving objects including bicycles and cars. We also intend to work on the problem of predicting 

the trajectories of partially controlled agents (for example drivers or pedestrians that receive 

guidance information).
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